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Kilty Cashel
Pre Troubles

• Two active joined communities
• Freedom of movement between the two areas
  • Social Interaction
  • Educational Interaction
  • Business Interaction
Kilty Cashel
During Troubles

- Two communities decimated
- Two separate communities
- Lack of Cross Border/Community opportunities
- Loss of Freedom of movement between the two areas
  - Loss of Social Interaction
  - Loss of Educational Interaction
  - Loss of Business Interaction
Kilty Cashel
Post Troubles

• Mistrust within the two communities
• Commitment of the two communities
• Lost Generation
• Funding opportunities
  – Kilty Cashel Project
  – Tourism
  – Public Parks
  – Playground
Kilty Cashel Project
Objectives

• To stimulate economic activity
• To enhance the social conditions
• To develop jointly cultural activities
• To develop new and strengthen existing cross-border/community relations
• To promote a better understanding between the communities
• With the main aim of making the greater Kiltyclogher/Cashel area a better place to life and to work in
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The Future

• Funding
• Sustainable Future
  – Tourism
  – Tele Cottages
  – Community Resource Centre